The Cultural Roots of American Islamicism

The Cultural Roots of American Islamicism explores the heritage of how Americans have long pressed orientalist images of Islam into service to globalize the authority of domestic cultural power. By delving deeply into rich and interdisciplinary archives of expression from the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries, the book examines how Muslim history and practices provided a contentious global horizon that Americans engaged to orient the direction of their national project, the morality of their social institutions, and the contours of their romantic imaginations. Early Americans first viewed the Islamic world as an antichristian and despotic threat but progressively revised these images into a resource for fashioning more comparative and cosmopolitan alternatives. Readers will better understand how long-held habits of intercultural perception have shaped present impasses between the United States and the Muslim world.

Timothy Marr is assistant professor in the Curriculum in American Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he teaches seminars on cultural memory, captivity, tobacco, birth and death, and mating and marriage. He originally became interested in the subject of this book while teaching Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick in Pakistan in the late 1980s. He is the coeditor of Ungraspable Phantom: Essays on Moby-Dick.
This book is published in association with the American Antiquarian Society (AAS), in Worcester, Massachusetts, which supported the author’s research and writing through a Mellon Post-Dissertation Fellowship, funded by a grant to the AAS by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
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